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Helping you fix it right the first time - every time

Take a Look at Tech2Tech!
Times are tough for the auto service industry, so 
customer satisfaction has never been more 
important. It all comes down to fixing vehicles right 
the first time, every time. We’ve helped you do that 
through our iN messages and the Tech Line 
Summary articles, ServiceNews articles, service 
bulletins, accessory installation instructions, and job 
aids that we regularly post on ISIS.

We’ve also been looking at some fresh new ways of 
delivering to you special service-related messages, 
tips, or announcements. Last October, we e-mailed a 
survey about this to all Acura service techs. From the 
feedback we got, we’ve developed an exciting new 
video concept that will be a regular monthly feature 
on the iN—Tech2Tech.

In a nutshell, Tech2Tech is a short video (about 4 to 
5 minutes) of service-related tips, tricks, and demos. 
It’s the place where, for instance, we can reproduce 
a hard-to-describe noise or walk you through a 
complicated repair step in a bulletin or installation 
instruction that might otherwise cause confusion and 
cost you valuable time, or wind up in a call to Tech 
Line or, even worse, a comeback. Your host for 
Tech2Tech is Tom Hanrahan, an American Honda 
associate with real service tech experience.

Episode 1 is now up and running on the iN, and we’d 
like you to take a look at our handiwork. From the 
iN main menu, just click on SERVICE and you’ll see 
it front and center on the Service landing page. 
Click on Tech2Tech Episode 1, and it’s showtime!

In the near future, we’ll be e-mailing a survey to find 
out what you think of this new feature. We’ve got 
a lot more episodes planned, so your feedback is 
important to us. We want to ensure that Tech2Tech 
is the best we can possibly make it.

We think that Tech2Tech is an important new means 
of delivering to you service-related info, and we hope 
you’ll agree. It’s another way we’re helping you fix 
Acura vehicles right the first time, every time. 

New HDS Software Release: 
Version 2.016.015
During the week of January 26, every Acura dealer 
was shipped a new HDS software release on CD. 
This CD sports a white label that reads HDS VER 
2.016.015, and it’s dated January 2009. Your 
system administrator should have this software 
already loaded onto the master server.

Here’s the lowdown on 2.016.015:

• It supports upcoming S/Bs that involve 
reprogramming the ECM/PCM as part of the 
repair.

• It improves the collection and transfer of internal 
tester data files.

• It fixes a lot of general software problems.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT: In the near future, 
all HDS software releases will come on a DVD 
instead of a CD. As a minimum requirement, your 
dealership’s master server will need to include a 
DVD-ROM drive. If your master server doesn’t 
already have one, make sure you plan to update your 
hardware. 

Can’t Program HomeLink®? 
Try This Tip
Currently Applies To: ’98–03 CL, ’01–09 MDX, 
’07–09 RDX, ’96–09 RL, ’99–09 TL, and ’04–09 TSX
Can’t program the HomeLink universal transceiver to 
work a garage door opener? Try clearing all of its 
memory registers by pressing and holding the two 
outside buttons for about 10 to 20 seconds until the 
red indicator blinks.
This usually does the trick. But if it doesn’t . . . then 
check to see if the ceiling light works OK. If it does, 
then call HomeLink at 800-355-3515 for help. You 
can also go to their website at www.homelink.com. 
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Power Mirror Works Erratically? Replace Just the Actuator
Currently Applies To: ’07–09 MDX, ’07–09 RDX, 
and ’04–08 TL

Thinking about replacing a power mirror for any of 
these reasons?

• The DPMS won’t recall one or both of the power 
mirror memory positions.

• The DPMS moves the driver’s seat back 1 inch 
and then stops.

• Any of these B-CAN DTCs are set:

• DTC B2182 (left power mirror horizontal 
sensor signal error) 

• DTC B2183 (left power mirror vertical sensor 
signal error) 

• DTC B2184 (right power mirror horizontal 
sensor signal error) 

• DTC B2185 (right power mirror vertical sensor 
signal error)

• The power mirror won’t automatically return from 
its tilt down mode when shifting from Reverse.

• The power mirror chatters or flickers when you 
shift into Reverse or while moving it with the 
adjusting switch.

Warranty Parts Inspection (WPI) has found that in a 
number of returned power mirrors, the actuator 
inside was the real culprit—not the entire power 
mirror.

So before you go off and order a new power mirror, 
try doing this procedure first—a new actuator may be 
all you really need:

1. Hook up the HDS, and check for DTCs.

• If you don’t see any DTCs, continue with 
normal troubleshooting.

2. From the SYSTEM SELECT menu, select BODY 
ELECTRICAL, then POWER SEAT/POWER 
MIRROR.

• If you see ABNORMAL, go to step 5.

• If you see NORMAL, continue with normal 
troubleshooting.

5. Swap the affected actuator with a known-
good one, then clear the DTCs.

Use the adjusting switch to move the affected 
power mirror left, right, up, or down. Then recall 
the different mirror DPMS positions.

7. Recheck the affected power mirror sensor info in 
the DATA LIST.

• If you now see NORMAL, replace the affected 
actuator.

• If you still see ABNORMAL, continue with 
normal troubleshooting.
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• If you see any of the B-CAN DTCs we’ve listed 
here, go to step 2. 

6.

4. Check the NORMAL/ABNORMAL info.

3. Enter the DATA LIST, and scroll down to the 
applicable power mirror sensor info.
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MDX and TL only

MDX

TL
• DTC B1830 (right mirror horizontal sensor 

malfunction) 
• DTC B1831 (right mirror vertical sensor 

malfunction) 
• DTC B1832 (left mirror horizontal sensor 

malfunction) 
• DTC B1833 (left mirror vertical sensor 

malfunction)
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